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About The Hong Kong Zero Carbon Partnership
The zero carbon building approach has been adopted in many countries and regions as an
important government strategy for addressing climate change, achieving a low carbon economy
and uplifting quality of people’s life. Zero carbon buildings are far more than a technological
solution, but complex socio-technical systems. It is therefore important to enhance public and
stakeholder engagement in the planning and delivery of zero carbon buildings. However, how
stakeholders can work in partnership for delivering zero carbon buildings effectively remains a
socio-technical challenge.
The Hong Kong Zero Carbon Partnership is a research initiative funded by the Construction
Industry Council (CIC) and led by The University of Hong Kong (HKU) with support from
a number of organizations including Zero Carbon Building (ZCB), Hong Kong Housing
Authority (HKHA), Hong Kong Green Building Council (HKGBC), China Trend Building
Press, Pennsylvania State University, and Zero Carbon Hub. The Partnership aims to function
as a mechanism to bridge the links between the public and many stakeholder groups in Hong
Kong and beyond, and provide a platform to support the transition of the buildings and the
built environment in Hong Kong towards zero carbon and sustainability. Supporting the
Partnership is the Hong Kong Zero Carbon Portal with measurement and monitoring of Hong
Kong’s public and stakeholders’ understanding, attitude and behaviour regarding zero carbon
building. The Partnership and its supporting Portal are expected to be sustained through a
CIC-HKU joint force after the project is completed for the benefits of the industry and society.
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About The Seminar Series
The seminar series are an important part of the research initiative on which the Hong Kong
Zero Carbon Partnership is based. The seminars aim to share and disseminate the knowledge of
zero carbon building in relation to the principles, practices, policies and priorities in Hong Kong
and internationally. The principles include the elements, parameters, boundaries of zero carbon
buildings in a systems manner, and the associated public and stakeholders’ perceptions. The
practices refer to the challenges, opportunities, good practice and lesson learnt with regard to the
planning and delivery of zero carbon buildings. The policies denote the relevant policies, codes
and regulations to low or zero carbon building. The priorities mean the strategies for management
and benchmarking. The seminars together will help Hong Kong public and stakeholders
understand zero carbon buildings as complex socio-technical systems which embrace product,
process and people, and therefore inform and support their attitudes and behaviours for building
towards zero carbon.
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Seminar Rundown
8:30 - 9:00am

Registration

9:00 - 9:10am

Welcome Remarks
Ir Prof L.G. Tham, Acting Dean of Engineering, The University of Hong
Kong

9:10 – 9:20am

Photo Session

9:20 – 9:30am

Opening Speech
Ir Prof C.K. Mak, Vice Chairman, CICID, The University of Hong Kong

9:30 – 9:50am

Hong Kong Zero Carbon Partnership: Prospect and Progress
Dr Wei Pan, Associate Director, CICID, The University of Hong Kong

9:50 - 10:30am

Socio-Technical Systems of Net-Zero Energy Buildings
Prof Raymond Cole, University of British Columbia, Canada

10:30 – 10:50am

Refreshments

10:50 – 11:30am

Simulating High-rise Building Energy Performance: Modelling and
Behaviours
Prof Godfried Augenbroe, Georgia Institute of Technology, US

11:30 – 12:00am

Strategies for Decarbonizing High-Rise Buildings in Hong Kong
Mr Joel Chan, Director, P&T Group

12:00 - 12:20am

Plenary Session
All invited speakers; Moderator: Ir Julian Lee, Construction Industry Council

12:20 – 12:30pm

Closing Remarks
Dr Wei Pan, Associate Director, CICID, The University of Hong Kong
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Executive Summary

(From left to right are Ir Prof C.K. Mak, Mr Joel Chan, Ir Prof L.G.
Tham, Prof Raymond Cole, Prof Godfried Augenbroe and Dr Wei Pan)
On 16 October 2015 nearly 150 professionals and students from industry and universities
participated in the second of the seminar series of the Hong Kong Zero Carbon Partnership
(HKZCP) at the Graduate House of The University of Hong Kong (HKU). This seminar was
entitled ‘Zero Carbon Buildings: State-of-the-Art International Research and Development’,
and was co-organised by the HKU Centre for Innovation in Construction and Infrastructure
Development (CICID), Construction Industry Council (CIC) and Zero Carbon Building (ZCB).
At the seminar a number of local and overseas speakers shared with the participants the stateof-the-art international zero carbon building research and development and how public and
stakeholders can be best engaged.
Ir Prof George Tham, Acting Dean of Engineering of HKU, first welcomed all participants,
followed by Ir Prof CK Mak, Vice Chairman of CICID, who drawing on a strategic review of
sustainable development opened the seminar. Dr Wei Pan, Principal Investigator of the HKZCP,
then explained the prospect and reported on the progress of the Partnership. After that, Prof
Raymond Cole from University of British Columbia, Canada and Prof Godfried Augenbroe from
Georgia Institute of Technology, US shared international perspectives on the socio-technical
systems of net-zero and simulating high-rise buildings’ energy performance, respectively. Mr
Joel Chan, Director of P&T Group, then contributed a Hong Kong perspective of the strategies
for decarbonising high-rise buildings. A plenary session furthered the debate, which was
moderated by Ir Julian Lee from Construction Industry Council. A consensus was drawn that
building towards zero carbon in high-density urban environments faces not simply a technical
bottleneck but socio-technical challenges. Future research and development should explore the
role partnership plays in the transformation of the built environment towards zero carbon.
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Welcome Remarks
Ir Prof L.G. Tham
Acting Dean of Engineering, The University of Hong Kong
Bio

Ir Prof Leslie George Tham is the Associate Dean (Quality Assurance) of Faculty of Engineering and Professor of the Department of
Civil Engineering. He is the Director of the Rock Engineering Research Centre of the Department. He is the Deputy Editor-in-Chief
of the Journal of Sound and Vibration and member of the Editorial Boards of Chinese Journal of Rock Mechanics and Engineering,
Computer and Geotechnics as well as Soil Dynamics and Earthquake Engineering. He has published three books and over three
hundred papers in journals and conference proceedings. His current research interests include rock engineering, slope engineering
and foundation engineering.
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Ir Prof L.G. Tham welcomed all participants to the University and to the seminar. Prof Tham
emphasized that the HKZCP is particularly meaningful in Hong Kong due to the most
challenging context of high-density, high-rise and hot-and-humid urban settings. Prof Tham
shared that The Faculty of Engineering of HKU highly regards and has for long promoted
sustainable development. For over three decades, the Faculty has been building up strong
research teams in construction management, transportation planning, clean energy technologies,
pollution control, and waste reduction, monitoring, mitigation and assessment practices; zero
carbon building is well aligned with the Faculty’s strategic research direction of sustainable
environment and engineering. Prof Tham congratulated the HKZCP project team for developing
solutions for building towards zero carbon in the high-density high-rise hot-and-humid context,
and encouraged that the solutions developed in Hong Kong will make meaningful contributions
to the other urban environments.

Opening Speech
Ir Prof C.K. Mak
Vice Chairman, CICID, The University of Hong Kong
Bio

Ir Prof C.K. MAK joined the Hong Kong Government as an Assistant Engineer in 1976 and since then his career has been closely
associated with the development of Hong Kong’s railway system. As an engineer, he was in charge of a number of projects for the
electrification and modernization of the Kowloon-Canton Railway. In 1990, he initiated and organized planning studies for Hong
Kong’s railway development. He then took part in the formulation of Hong Kong’s Railway Development Strategies, which were
published in 1994 and 2000. Ir Prof Mak is a Member of the Institution of Civil Engineers, a Fellow of the Hong Kong Institution of
Engineers, a Fellow of the Hong Kong Institution of Highways and Transportation, a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Logistics
and Transport, and a Senior Member of the China Railway Society.

Ir Prof CK Mak delivered the opening speech. Prof Mak first reviewed the recent history of
sustainable development to show the great determination of local and international governments
to tackle the climate change problems. Prof Mak then focused on the issue of skyscrapers of world
cities, especially Hong Kong. Lastly, he highlighted the importance of sustainable development of
the built environment and regarded it as the choice of our common future.
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Hong Kong Zero Carbon Partnership: Prospect
and Progress
Dr Wei Pan
Associate Director, CICID, The University of Hong Kong
Bio

Dr Wei Pan is Associate Director of Centre for Innovation in Construction and Infrastructure Development (CICID) of The University
of Hong Kong where he also co-chairs the Low Carbon Construction (LCC) Taskforce. Dr Pan is specialised in sustainable
construction and management. His research interest focuses on zero carbon building, off-site prefabrication, and decision making
of technological innovation. He received his MSc in Construction Project Management with Distinction and PhD in Construction
Management from Loughborough University. Dr Pan’s career is supported by over 20 years of experience internationally in building
design and engineering, construction project management and innovation management. He is Chartered Builder, Chartered
Environmentalist, and Fellow of the Higher Education Academy.

Dr Wei Pan explained the prospect and reported on the progress of the Partnership. Dr Pan
first presented a strong case for delivering zero carbon buildings in order to address the rapidly
increasing population, energy consumption and carbon emissions, coupled with the depletion
of natural resources. He then highlighted a significant gap in both research and practice of highrise zero carbon buildings drawing on an analysis of ‘zero carbon/energy’ building cases in
the world. After that, Dr Pan reported on the progress of the HKZCP project since its launch in
January 2015 in relation to the seminars organised, publications achieved, questionnaire surveys
administered and the Hong Kong Zero Carbon Portal being developed. Having shared the
preliminary results of the Partnership’s questionnaire survey, Dr Pan called for participation in
the survey by all of the attendees to the seminar. He emphasised the importance of measuring
and shaping Hong Kong public and stakeholders’ understanding (knowledge), attitude (value)
and behaviour (practice) regarding building towards zero carbon. The Portal is a key deliverable
of the Partnership, and once developed will provide a dynamic interactive platform which
provides multiple mechanisms including online questionnaire surveys, training programme,
web community, social networks and mobile applications. Dr Pan also suggested that the use of
innovative modelling and visualization technology should support stakeholder engagement.
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Socio-Technical Systems of Net-Zero Energy Buildings
Prof Raymond Cole
University of British Columbia, Canada
Bio
Dr Raymond Cole is a Professor and past-Director of the School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture at the University
of British Columbia (UBC) and the Academic Director of UBC’s Centre for Interactive Research on Sustainability. Although his
education is in engineering and science, Dr Cole has spent the majority of his career in the field of architecture and is an Honorary
Member of the Architectural Institute of British Columbia and a Fellow of the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada. Dr Cole has
received numerous academic and professional awards and distinctions for his research, teaching and leadership activities in the
field of green building. He holds the designation of North American Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture Distinguished
Professor and UBC Distinguished University Scholar.

Prof Raymond Cole first outlined the common themes and multiple mechanisms of netzero energy or carbon neutral buildings, and then emphasized the importance of reconciling
human behaviors and technical systems. He advocated the use of the term ‘inhabitants’
instead of ‘occupants’, as the term ‘inhabitants’ denotes that inhabitants play an active role in
the maintenance and performance of their buildings while the term ‘occupants’ implies that
occupants are passive recipients of the conditions provided to them. Prof Cole also mapped
out all of the important stakeholders related with delivering net-zero energy or carbon neutral
buildings. The ten principles of ‘One Planet Living’ were introduced, which together provide
a holistic framework to help organizations and project teams to examine the sustainability
challenges, develop appropriate solutions and communicate the actions being taken with key
stakeholders. Prof Role also discussed how the change of life style and inhabitant engagement can
affect the effectiveness of energy saving.
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Simulating High-rise Building Energy Performance: Modelling
and Behaviours
Prof Godfried Augenbroe
Georgia Institute of Technology, US
Bio

Prof Godfried Augenbroe has a 36 year track record of research in the modeling and simulation of buildings and their performance
assessment. He is internationally recognized in promoting professional use of building modeling and simulation and has served
as board member of the international building performance simulation association (IBPSA). He has pioneered the commercial
development of finite element based building simulation software currently which was launched as a commercial tool in the early
eighties. He is one of the original developers of the Energy Performance standard based on normative calculation (NEN2916). This
Dutch standard served as the base for the current ISO-CEN 13790 standard which governs the building energy efficiency standards
throughout Europe while being adopted in a growing number of other regions of the world.

Prof Godfried Augenbroe elaborated on the challenges for simulating high performance
buildings. He explained that the performance gap is caused by a series of uncertainties from
design specifics to actual energy use monitoring, including model uncertainty in simulation (due
to modelers’ bias) and realization uncertainty and operation uncertainty (due to workmanship).
Prof Augenbroe outlined three major categories of modeling uncertainty: parameter uncertainty,
model form uncertainty and scenario uncertainty. A systematic uncertainty quantification
method was then identified at different scale levels, namely, meso-scale level, building envelope
and material level. Accordingly, it was proposed to translate outcomes of uncertainty analysis
into risks and analyze their influence in decision making scenarios. Examples were provided to
illustrate the importance of scenario uncertainty. Prof Augenbroe concluded that risk assessment
is a good informant to achieve ultra-high performance buildings, and recommended partnerships
for large scale data for future research.
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Strategies for Decarbonizing High-Rise Buildings in Hong
Kong
Mr Joel Chan
Director, P&T Group
Bio

Mr Joel Chan joined P&T in 1990 after graduating with a distinction award from the University of Hong Kong. Mr Chan is a Director
of P&T GROUP and an authorized person of Hong Kong since 1993. He is representing Hong Kong Institute of Architect (HKIA) and
Architectural Association Practice (AAP) in dealing with practice affairs; currently Chairman of HKIA Environment and Sustainable
development committee and Council member of the Hong Kong Institute of Urban Design. Mr Chan has been actively involved in
practice affairs and was invited to speak in a number of symposiums of various topics on sustainable development and zero carbon
building. Mr Chan has showed great emphasis in aesthetics and environmental conscious design. His projects won the first Energy
Efficient Building Award in Hong Kong, several Hong Kong Institute of Architects design awards, Green Building Awards and Quality
Building Awards. He is also one of the pioneers advocating zero carbon design and put carbon neutral approach in real practice.

Mr Joel Chan shared with the audience the strategies for decarbonizing high-rise buildings in
Hong Kong drawing on various building projects. He first outlined a number of low carbon
technologies that have been widely adopted, including PV panels, wind turbine, PV street light
and solar water heating system. Mr Chan advocated integrated green design and encouraged all
to pay more attention to building passive design in addition to active MEP systems and renewable
energy technologies. The environmental and economic benefits of passive design were illustrated
through several project case studies in Hong Kong and elsewhere. Mr Chan then explained the
challenges for adopting passive design in the unique high-rise high-density urban context of
Hong Kong. For example, the adoption of double-skin curtain wall raises a dilemma of balancing
the economic interests of the developer as it has not been excluded from the Gross Floor Area
calculation. Mr Chan also shared his knowledge of adopting solar panel, vertical greenery, wind
turbine and daylight reflector, drawing on real-life projects. Mr Chan finally drew the audience’s
attention to the future trend of user involvement in energy performance monitoring to drive
behavioural changes through well designed applications with user-friendly interfaces.
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Plenary Session

Prof Raymond Cole, Prof Godfried Augenbroe, Mr Joel Chan and Dr Wei Pan joined the
plenary session moderated by Ir Julian Lee. A number of questions and comments were raised
by the audience. Common themes of the plenary session included the need for adopting the
socio-technical approach to reducing energy consumption and carbon emissions of buildings
particularly in the high-density high-rise urban contexts and the importance of behavioural
changes to the achievement of building towards zero carbon.
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Closing Remarks

Dr Wei Pan delivered the closing remarks. Dr Pan first summarised the presentations delivered
by the invited local and overseas speakers and emphasised the importance of knowledge learning
and experience sharing with reference to the title of the seminar “Zero carbon buildings: the stateof-the-art international research and development”. He then highlighted his main observations
of the proceedings of the seminar: that delivering zero carbon buildings in high-density urban
contexts is not simply a technical but socio-technical challenge; that while it is important to
adopt innovative design and technology, it is critical to understand different contributors to the
building energy performance gap and address them; and that partnership is a must for building
towards zero carbon. The HKZCP provides a platform to support knowledge sharing, stakeholder
engagement and behavioural changes. After thanking all for various contributions to the
seminar Dr Pan called for continuous participation of all stakeholders from the demand, supply,
regulation and institution groups of buildings and the process of building in Hong Kong.

(Photos courtesy of Long Chen and Sanyuan Niu)
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